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Art Museum Image Gallery 
 




Pricing: Annual subscription starts at $1,000.00 for a single user at an academic 
institution 
 
[Visited Nov'05] With almost 100,000 high-quality images, this resource is indispensable for programs in 
art history, design, and studio art. Image pixels correspond to the actual dimensions of objects to 
prevent distortion; rights are cleared for educational use. Downloading images to a desktop is 
uncomplicated, making this ideal for use in classroom lectures or presentations. The variety of images is 
broad, spanning centuries and continents, but is most notable for contemporary and modern art. 
Curators supply generous descriptions and context notes, including provenance. Multiple views and 
related multimedia further enhance the product's scope. The capability of searching by artist, material, 
or technique allows users to limit results accordingly. Wilson's SmartSearch feature allows novice users 
to retrieve subject-level results. Special features include WilsonLink, an open-URL link resolver that 
allows users to download records, access full text and tables of contents via providers, or search the 
subject on the Web. Librarians scrambling to replace The AMICO Library http://www.amico.org, which 
was discontinued in June 2005, should find this identical, although it lacks a couple thousand images. 
Wilson released this database in July 2005 and plans to expand the scope of its contents, including the 
addition of resources from international museums. 
 
Summing Up: Highly recommended. Lower-level undergraduates and above. 
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